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Dear Lee,
I have been fishing matches on canals for many years and
although I can often catch weights of small fish I struggle
to catch those better-quality ones that seem to make the
difference between a section win and framing. Any help
would be appreciated.
Clive Baker, Somerset
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The biggest weight wins
the match! You cannot get a
more obvious statement than
that, but why is it the best
anglers catch those bigger
weights more consistently?
Clive’s question highlights
a trap that many anglers fall
into – they think that just
because they are catching
fish they will have a chance
of winning the match,
whereas more often than
not there will be anglers
elsewhere catching those
better-quality fish that make
such a big difference at the
weigh-in!
At the moment the
best match fishing canal
in the country has to be
the Stainforth & Keadby
at Thorne. Vast numbers
of roach fill this stretch
and most anglers enjoy a
consistent day’s sport. In
years gone by I have enjoyed
a lot of success employing
bloodworm-and-joker
tactics on this canal, but
this year, although I have
managed to frame using
bloodworm, it is the anglers
who find the better-quality
roach who are dominating
the main prizes.
With this in mind I have
taken the Match Fishing
cameras back to the canal,
but this time without
bloodworm, to try and
establish how to catch those
match-winning fish.
The first thing to consider
has to be bait selection.
Bloodworm and joker is
an approach I know well;
however, it attracts both
small and large roach, so
picking out the better ones
can be difficult.
The bonus fish on this
canal are still roach, but
fish over 4oz are the main
target with other baits.
There is also a good head of
skimmers and perch, so bait
choice should take these into
consideration.
The first bait to go on the
side tray, therefore, is casters.
These certainly pick out the
bigger fish, but they also

get eaten by all three of our
target species.
I wouldn’t go caster
fishing without a few red
maggots as an alternative
hook bait, as well as half a
kilo of worms. These three
baits can be fed in many
different combinations,
and establishing what
combination is best for a
particular venue can take
time.

The other bait I have on
my side tray is hemp. Now I
don’t pretend to be an expert
on the bait, but over the
years I have fished with it
on numerous occasions, and
this winter I set out to ensure
I understand this form of
fishing in such a way that I
am confident when I lay my
rig in that everything I am
doing is correct.
Today my aim is to
only fish with these baits.
I haven’t brought any of
A slim float for hemp and a
my faithful bloodworm
bodied pattern for fishing
and joker with me, but it is
overdepth with bigger baits.
important to think about the
entire match situation when
looking to catch bonus fish.
So how exactly do you go
about incorporating these
other baits into a match?
First thing to do when you
arrive at your peg is to get
comfortably set up and get
your plummet out. This is
your greatest weapon in
trying to establish exactly
what is going on underneath
the water.
I look for
Feeding casters via a pot
the base of
is a great way to keep the
the near shelf.
swim ticking over.
Now although
this line has
the potential to
throw up a better
stamp of fish, my
thoughts are that
this is the area of
my swim where
I should be able

to catch small fish quickly.
Often a good first hour or
two on this line means I
may even be slightly ahead
of my rivals, but fish at this
range can begin to fade as
the match goes on. However,
I will always ensure I have
a guaranteed small-fish
approach at this length to get
a good start.
The next place I look for
on any canal is the bottom
of the far shelf. Effectively I
will keep adding sections of
pole until the depth begins
to reduce. Every canal is
different, but generally on
the Stainy this distance is
around 13 metres. This is
another natural patrol route
for fish, so it makes sense
to have one of my main
lines at this length. Before I
decide which bait, however,
I will continue to plumb
up to see how quickly the
depth reduces. Again this
will be different on every
canal, but here it is around
50 centimetres shallower at
16 metres than at 13, which
still leaves me with around
two metres of water. These
are two lines that I can be
confident will hold fish, so
the next decision is what
bait?
Today I have decided I will
feed hemp at 13 metres and
casters with a little chopped
worm at 16 metres. There
are two reasons for this, and

Catching quality canal fish is
simple provided you follow a
few basic rules.
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both relate to how I will fish
with the different baits.
First of all, hemp; I know
that to catch on this bait
my presentation is likely to
be just touching, or just off
bottom. Therefore it will
be important to achieve
perfect presentation. The
further out you go with
the pole, the more difficult
presentation becomes.
This ties in perfectly with
casters and chopped
worms, because my rigs
are likely to be heavier and
I can be confident of my
presentation with up to 30
centimetres of line laid on
the bottom if necessary.
The other thing to
consider when choosing
your swims is how you
intend to feed them. I know
my hemp line will be purely
relying on constant loose
feed, whereas my caster
line will be fed via either a
big pot or a small Cad Pot
on the end of the pole. It
is certainly easier to keep
your loose feed accurate at
13 metres rather than 16;
another factor that results
in hemp at 13 metres and
chopped worm and caster
at 16.
The logic I have applied
to deciding which bait
goes where can be applied
to any canal, or any form
of fishing for that matter.
Think carefully about how
you intend to present and
feed your bait, then apply
that to your swim on any
given day.
Now that I know which
baits I intend to fish and
where, the next decision
is rigs. Hemp fishing for
me is all about finesse. I
don’t want an overly heavy

Single caster is great
for quality roach…
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0.5g PB Inter 1 floats.
The lighter of the two
incorporates a series of
No12 shot strung out at
12cm intervals. This rig is
designed to give a steady
fall of the bait and minimal
resistance to any big roach
that should think about
having a chew. The heavier
rig is in case the fishing is
excellent (which it can be
on the Stainy!) and I want
to get the bait down to the
Pass the hook point through
killing zone quickly, so a
the pre-pierced grain…
bulk 50 centimetres from
the hook and two No10
droppers give me a chance
of catching quickly when
the fish arrive.
I am aware of various
ways of hooking hemp, but
for me there is only one.
I cook a small amount in
a pan, keeping an eye on
it until it just splits. I then
take it out and leave it to
cool. Once cooled I take a
Korum bait spike and pierce
the indent of the kernel on
… thread the grain on to the
hook and out of the split…
around 100 pieces. Then
once on the bank I can
quickly hook the hemp by
simply passing the point
through the preformed hole
and out of the split. I know
this way my bait will not
come off and sometimes I
can catch two or three fish
on one piece.
When hooking hemp like
this I personally prefer a
light, silver hook such as a
18 PR 322. This may seem
like quite a big hook but
… and the result is a perfectly
you need plenty of point
hooked roach.
exposed to ensure a good
hook-hold. I also prefer
silver because it resembles
the white inners of the hemp
float affecting my bites or
seed and my thoughts are
presentation so in the 2.5m
that when falling it quickly
depth I have on this line I
catches the eye of the roach.
have set up both 0.3g and
Elastics on these
rigs have to suit
your particular
venue, but with
… double caster is
… while double maggot
over two metres
better for bream…
is a top all-rounder.
of water I use a
No5 Original Slip
on the lighter rig
and No6 Original
Slip on the
‘bagging’ rig.
For feed I
simply use

Sonubaits tinned hemp. This
has been cooked in the can
so is full of hemp oil, which
definitely attracts fish into
the peg. Two tins are enough
for one match and today my
feeding is quite simple. I will
feed one tin at the start via a
big pot. This will create a bed
over which the fish can sit,
then constantly loose feeding
over the top.
The amount you feed all
depends on how many bites
you get, but before I go on
it I feed around 10 grains
every two minutes to build
confidence.
The chopped-worm-andcaster rigs use the same
principle as the hemp rig,
whereby light 0.4g and
heavy 1.0g floats are set up,
but being further away I
need a slightly thicker bristle
and a rounded body shape
helps to hold still during
any tow, therefore I opt for
the PB Inter 2. These rigs
are shotted in the same way
as the hemp rigs, with the
lighter being strung out and
the heavy rig incorporating a
bulk and two droppers. My
hook choice on these rigs is
the ever-reliable PR 333 in a
size 18 and 16.
All four rigs are on
0.10mm Reflo Power
main line with 0.08mm
hooklength. This is more
than strong enough to land
any bonus bream or perch,
but retains a balanced setup
for hopefully those better
stamp roach.
With rigs prepared it is
time to kick off the session.
A pot of hemp at 13 metres,
and one pot of finely minced
worms and casters goes out
on to the 16m line. Many
people will be thinking that
this is a lot of bait, but let me
assure you, there are a lot of
fish in this canal!
This is the time of a match
where I would normally
have up to two hours of
fishing short for all sizes of
roach on bloodworm. Today,
because it is a practice, I’m
going straight out to 16
metres to see what happens.
With no tow on the water
I am happy to begin on the

0.4g rig; I want bites to start
with so a single red maggot
seems like a good starting
point. Three small skimmers
make me realise the initial
cup of bait will not last long.
A medium-size Uni Cad
pot adapted to carry Joe
Carass’ clever cat’s-cradle
elastic across the top is
fitted to my pole to try and
introduce casters regularly
to the peg. A couple more
small skimmers come before
bites dry up. Whenever this
happens the last thing to do
is panic and pile in loads of
bait, the likelihood is that a
better fish has moved into
the peg and pushed the
smaller fish out.
A change to a single
caster brought the desired
response, with a perch
around 12oz. Usually
catching the culprit like this
allows the smaller fish back
in but a quiet 30 minutes
makes me top the peg up
with a small amount of
worms and casters and have
a look on hemp. Over an
hour has passed now, and
although hemp is known for
being a bait that comes into
its own late on in a match, I
am interested to see if they
are ‘on it’ this early.
A fruitless 10 minutes is to
be expected, but then out of
the blue I have an indication
and hemp roach number
one finds its way to the net.
No more are forthcoming,
though, so it is back on to the
caster line.
It’s worth noting that at
this point I would still prefer
to be catching small fish on
bloodworm, but even after
a relatively slow start I have
got over 2lb in the net.
A few more small
skimmers on the caster,
before a change to worms
sees two better skimmers
grace the net. It seems like
regular feeding with the Uni
Cad pot is starting to have
the desired response. This
makes things interesting,
because if I was not fishing
this line it would be
difficult to build the fishes’
confidence without regular
feeding, and although loose

As we take the fish out
for a catch shot I wasn’t
expecting a particularly big
weight, but there’s more
than 14lb to show for the
day’s efforts.
The main thing to come
from the session is that
although bags of small
fish can be a banker for
team points, always try for
those better-stamp fish that
could add that extra weight
needed to be a match winner
when the scales arrive.

A net of canal fish that’s
all about quality.

Each month the reader whose question is
answered will receive a selection of the
fantastic gear used by Lee on the day.
This month Clive Baker will be winning:

feeding at 16 metres can
work, it can be difficult to
keep the fish contained at
that range.
What really is noticeable is
that the average size of fish
is considerably bigger than
what I regularly catch on
the canal, and although I am
experiencing spells where I
am waiting for bites, when
they do have a go you can
really put a weight together
quickly.
Halfway through the
session and it’s time try
hemp again! My pre-pierced
bait is straight into the peg
and this time there is no
waiting around as a 4oz
roach takes the bait. The
next 20 minutes are prolific,
and I am starting to think I
will catch a big weight but
pike have other ideas and
the fish back off. This is one
of the problems with baits
like hemp and casters; it
can often take time to build
the fishes’ confidence, but it
doesn’t take much for them
to back off. My more reliable

• PB Inter Series 1 floats: 0.2g, 0.3g, 0.4g
• PB Inter Series 2 floats: 0.4g, 0.6g
• Reflo Power: 0.08mm, 0.10mm
• Original Slip elastic: No5, No6
• PR 322 hooks: 18, 20
• PR 333 hooks: 16, 18
• Uni-Cad pots
• Pro flat pole roller

small-fish approach
usually means I can
keep fish coming all
match.
For the rest of the session
I keep rotating between
hemp and casters, and
although I never find
myself bagging again,
a steady run of fish
keeps coming
throughout the
day.
Roach love hemp
– simple as that!
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